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The Swedish Legislation and Appraisal

The principle of public access

• Part of the Swedish Constitution.

• The Freedom of the Press Act (freedom of information)

sets out the principle of public access to official records for 

the general public and the mass media.

Freedom of information

• Possibility to scrutinize the activities of government

on all levels – national, regional and local. 

• Some records can be kept secret – e.g. if they involve 

matters of personal security, research co-operation or likewise.

The format of records does not matter.

http://www.riksdagen.se/en/how-the-riksdag-works/democracy/the-constitution/#2f3e1888ba5e1369596359a25d00604a


Rules on Appraisal

• General rules and the

regulations

The Freedom of the Press Act

The Archival LawThe Public Access & Secrecy Law The Register Legislation

The Archival Decree

The Regulations on 

Preservation and Appraisal

Media neutral

Media specific

Technical regulations

Standards

General



The main rule - preservation

• The main rule for management of public records is permanent 

preservation.

• No particular motives for appraisal within the Archival Law.

• Public records might be deleted if no longer needed for the 

administration, legal matters and research.

https://riksarkivet.se/vardera-och-gallra

https://riksarkivet.se/vardera-och-gallra


When possible to delete

• Deletion possible according to the particular legislation as a decree or 

law.

• The National Archives of Sweden is in charge of regulation on 

appraisal at governmental authorities.

• In some cases common national regulations are in force taking over all 

other rules.

https://se.dreamstime.com/illustration/lagbok.html



Appraisal at the university

• Adaptation on the general rules from the National Archives.

• Application for specific rules on appraisal if no general rule possible to 

apply.

https://internt.slu.se/stod-service/admin-stod/juridik-dataskydd-och-informationshantering/dokument-och-

arkiv/verksamhetsomraden-och-handlingstyper/

https://internt.slu.se/stod-service/admin-stod/juridik-dataskydd-och-informationshantering/dokument-och-arkiv/verksamhetsomraden-och-handlingstyper/


Appraisal adaptation

SLU KS 2013:1-1

• Process

• Type of record

• Time period

• Valid appraisal rule

• Date of deletion

• Person reposponsible



Scanning

• Change on media means deletion of records.

• Particular application for appraisal on scanned records.

https://riksarkivet.se/gallring-efter-skanning

https://riksarkivet.se/gallring-efter-skanning


GDPR and appraisal

• Appraisal on personal data according to the rules in the GDPR.

• Archival criteria for preservation overrule (revoke) reasons for appraisal

according to the GDPR.



Levels of destruction

Distinctions according to Swedish lawyer Håkan Nordling (2015):

• Software

• The information is flagged as deleted.

• A pointer to the information is removed.

• The information is over-written.

• Hardware

• Degaussing of data carriers.

• Physical destruction of data carriers.

• We will focus on software-based methods of destruction.



Information is flagged

• Examples

• Moving a mail or a file to the trashcan.

• It is easy to recover the information with simple commands.

• Thus, records are still stored in the sense of Swedish law.

• Personal data are still processed in the sense of GDPR.



Pointer removal

• Pointers to the information are removed in a database.

• Thus, the information may be overwritten with new information.

• However, this is not automatically done, at least not immediately.

• Examples

• The file system is a database with file metadata, e.g. pointers to

disk areas where file contents are stored.

• Remove a file in Explorer without moving it to the trashcan.

• Run rm [file] in a Unix-like system (Linux/BSD/macOS).

• Delete records in a database at a level above the file system

(e.g. DROP in a SQL database).



Information recovery

• File systems with metadata journaling (NTFS/ext3/HFS).

• Grep device files in a Unix-like system, order to gain access to

the disk at a level below the file system.

• Example after ArchLinux Community (2018): grep -a -C
200 -F 'sick leave' /dev/sda1

• Potential records (e.g. lists generated from a database) in the

sense of Swedish law cannot be recovered “in a routine way”?



Overwriting

• File or disk contents is overwritten with e.g. zeros or random bits.

• Example

• dd and shred in Unix-like systems.

• It is sometimes claimed that multiple passes are needed for

optimal security. However, this is doubtful (Gutmann 1996).



Limits of overwriting I

• Abstractions between file system and hardware (cf. Fischer and

Schönberger (2017)) may lead to new data not being written

in-place.

• File systems with cache, “copy on write”, RAID, compression,

and so on.

• Logical volume management below the file system (using the

techniques mentioned above).

• Networking and virtual systems (with servers/host systems using

the techniques mentioned above).

• Similar techiques implemented in hardware: hardware RAID,

SSD (more on that below).



Limits of overwriting II

• This might lead to overwriting not being more effective than

pointer removal when it comes to preventing information

recovery.

• Overwriting disks may be more secure than overwriting ordinary

files, e.g.: dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/da0
bs=4194304 seek=1024 count=399559 (recently used

for the unauthorized wiping of a commercial email service

(VFEmail 2019)).

• But a disk may contain information with varying rules of appraisal.

• Bad sectors are missed.



Limits of overwriting III

• SSD drives abstract away from the addressing in software

(e.g. for “wear levelling”, in order to prevent areas of the disk

from being worn out prematurely).

• Thus, overwriting the disk with system commands like dd may

not be effective.

• However, special equipment, for direct access is needed in order

to recover information. In such cases, records may not be stored

in the sense of Swedish law.

• In order to prevent such recovery, the drive’s internal routines for

“Secure Erase” have to be called (e.g. with hdparm).
• However, these routines are not standardized and may not be as

secure as the name suggests (Wei et al. 2011)?



What is to be done?

• Risk appraisal is neceesary (e.g. for processing personal data).

• Be cautious with cloud services.

• Be cautious with SSD drives?

• Use hardware-based methods of destruction to a greater extent?

• Encrypt sensitive data (destroying decryption keys is easier than

destorying whole records)?
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